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1888-1890 than exciting.   The victim, unable to face a third, wrote a eon-
Age 36-37 feSBion> fle<i to Spain, and killed himself when on the point of arrest.
The Times withdrew the letters, and Parnoll's vindication, on the only
issue on which he had challenged an inquiry, waa complete.
The only matter which still interested the genoral body of
spectators was how The Times had ever come to put forward the
letters as genuine. On this issue they called their manager, Mr,
Simon Macdonald. The world expected him to unfold a tale of
business-like vigilance frustrated either by Home freak of chance or
by some exhibition of satanic and serpentine guile. This expecta-
tion was dramatically disappointed, Asquith hart told how after
Macdonald's evidence in chief, Russell complained of latitude and
• said, " You must deal with this follow/1 overhearing the modest
remonstrances of his junior. Asquith accordingly dealt with him.
The witness at first took an aggrosmve line ; ho " answered back " ;
but his interrogator was not to bo ruffled, brow-boaton, or side-
tracked, For an hour or two the stream of cool, deadly questions
flowed on, damaging admissions piled up; tho witness's firm front
yielded, and soon he was in full retreat. The retreat became a rout,
Before the cross-examination had finished, the victim Btood exposed
on the view most favourable to him, an an exemplar of childlike and
abysmal credulity. When Asquith Hat down, to be overwhelmed
with praise by his leader, he was, so far as tho Bar waa concerned, a
made man, His practice jumped a dozen runga, and within a year
he took Silk with a confidence which was fully justified by the event,
Yet in spite of the magical wand which this day's work had passed
over his own fortunes, he consistently maintained that the Parnell
Commission was, as a whole, far and away the most tedious experi-
ence of his life. So little could any episode, however vitally it
affected his caree^, disturb his balance or benumb an unsleeping
capacity for boredom.
The Commission meanwhile, like a wounded snake, dragged its
slow length along. It reported in February 1890. Its findings on the
letters were inevitable and foreseen; its conclusions on the wider
and vaguer questions a matter of relative indifference, though not
of unimportance, since it acquitted the Land League of the main
charge brought against that body—that of complicity in " eveiy
jj^arian murder which had occurred over a period of three years."
tra a few counts it pronounced against the incriminated M.
• Bui no one was sensed or much shocked to learn th*t
SfatiootiaBsts had not always denounced disorder with
*, oj? even titet seven, of them had joiaad the Land
' '"

